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Abstract: Nearly all known late Pleistocene-aged (LP) archaeological sites of the Columbia River 
Plateau region are located in alluvial geomorphic contexts; however, we lack a clear understanding
of why and where early sites should be found in river systems.  Seeking a solution, we consider 
four questions, including: Where are LP-aged sites found in Plateau river basins?  Where are 
suitable LP-aged deposits found in the Plateau?  How did particular geological events work to 
potentially preserve or destroy early sites?  Given these patterns, where might we �nd other sites?  
Recent geoarchaeological research at the Cooper’s Ferry site is featured as a case study.

How did particular geological events work to potentially 
preserve or destroy early sites?

Given these patterns, where might we �nd other sites? Where are suitable LP-aged deposits found in the Plateau?

Qal2: Late Pleistocene Alluvium, >60 ka to <450 ka

Given the facts of the earlier discussion, canyons
with long depositional histories that lack erosional
disruption due to mega�ood events are ideal
locations for early site preservation. LP-aged 
sites may be found in higher elevation areas; 
however, these contexts typically lack high
resolution depositional sequences that enable
clear separation of LP-aged cultural occupation
from younger deposits.

Because of its position adjacent to and above 
mega�ood in�uenced areas of the Plateau, 
Western Idaho’s lower Salmon River canyon
retains a stratigraphic record that extends back
to ca. 450,000 years (Figure 3).  Although LP-aged
deposits are deeply buried in some areas, due to 
the canyon’s alluvial history (Figure 2), historic
road construction and hydraulic placer gold 
mining have removed younger overlying 
deposits or revealed early deposits and site
materials in vertical exposures.

Investigations at the Cooper’s Ferry site since the
1960s have uncovered a long record of human
occupation that may begin as early as 11,410 
14C BP (Davis and Schweger 2004).  In 2011,
author Holcomb began a geoarchaeological

study of the Cooper’s Ferry site and locality, to support new archaeological investigations led by author Davis.  This new
geoarchaeological study will seek to reconstruct the larger landscape context surrounding the site during the late
Pleistocene and identify landforms that may hold additional LP-aged archaeological components (see orange shaded 
polygons in Figure 3).  Additionally, Holcomb will work to build a stratigraphic synthesis of the Cooper’s Ferry site by
correlating remnants of the larger alluvial terrace that existed before historic road construction in the 1930s (Figure 4; A), 
to the current block excavation stratigraphy exposed by Davis (Figure 5; B) and by locating, unearthing and recording the 
stratigraphy in B. Robert Butler’s excavation trench reported in 1969 (Figure 6; C).  In doing so, Holcomb will enable a full 
integration of the Western Stemmed Tradition assemblage discovered by Davis (Figure 7) and Butler (Figure 8) into the 
larger current investigation of the Cooper’s Ferry site.

In the 1960s, Butler excavated a trench near the southern edge of the Cooper’s Ferry site, 
adjacent to an eroding bank that had produced stemmed projectile points.  Unfortunately, 
no chronometric ages were obtained from the site and stratigraphic pro�les were not
described a format that promotes easy correlation with our current excavations.  Using
archival information, an electromagnetic sensor and a ground penetrating radar unit, we 
will seek to locate Butler’s 1960s trench.  Once we �nd the trench, we will remove its
back�ll, expose Butler’s original stratigraphy and conduct a new geoarchaeological study of
the site’s deposits.  
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Figure 2.  Alluvial histories for the lower Snake River canyon (after Hammatt 1976), lower Clearwater River 
canyon at the Hatwai site (Sanders 1982), and the lower Salmon River canyon (Davis 2001).

Figure 4.  Vertical trench (SR-81) excavated by 
Holcomb exposing alluvial and pyroclastic 
deposits.  Trench located at A in Figure 3.

Figure 5. Stratigraphic pro�le of Cooper’s Ferry excavation unit A. 
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Where are suitable LP-aged sites found in the Plateau?

Qal3 and Qal4: Late Pleistocene to 
Holocene Alluvium >15 ka to 2 ka

Qal3 and Qal4: Late Pleistocene to 
Holocene Alluvium >15 ka to 2 ka?

Qal3 and Qal4: Late Pleistocene to 
Holocene Alluvium >15 ka to 2 ka

Qal4: Holocene Alluvium 4 to 2 ka

Eight Plateau sites contain archaeological components associated with LP-aged radiocarbon
dates (Figure 1).  LP-aged sites are almost exclusively found in close proximity to major rivers, with 
the exception of the Lind Coulee and Sentinel Gap sites.  These sites are nearly always found in 
alluvial deposits; however, the LP-aged component at the Sentinel Gap site is buried in an aeolian 
deposit.  When they occur in alluvial deposits, Plateau LP-aged sites are often deeply buried, 
occasionally beyond three meters depth and because of this, they are typically discovered as a 
result of deep ground disturbance activities such as deep excavation associated with road 
building, gravel quarrying, and intensive excavations in advance of hydroelectric dam 
construction. 

Although well-strati�ed archaeological sites are often preserved in alluvial settings, the
geomorphic actions of the Missoula Flood and the Bonneville Flood eroded LP-aged deposits
from river canyons and lower-elevation upland inter�uves (Figure 1).  The latest Missoula Flood
occurred “perhaps substantially” after the deposition of the Mount St. Helens set S tephra at 
13,000 14C BP (Benito and O’Connor 2003:637), as evidenced by the discovery of three �ood 
deposits that post-date set S.  Depending on the age of the �nal Missoula Flood episodes, 
archaeological components pre-dating the 11,230 ±50 14C BP  bird bone that Hicks (2004) reports
from Marmes Rockshelter may be absent from the stratigraphic sequences of the lower Snake,
Columbia, and Clearwater Rivers.  If not entirely missing, archaeological deposits dating between
13,000-11,200 14C BP may be buried beneath tens of meters of gravel and sand laid down by the 
�nal discharge events of glacial lake Missoula.

The Cooper's Ferry site is located in the lower Salmon River canyon (LSRC) at the 
con�uence of Rock Creek and the Salmon River 62.8 km upstream from the Snake 
River in the southeastern extent of the Columbia River Plateau physiographic 
province, in western Idaho. The site is contained in a small alluvial terrace 
positioned about 10 m above the �oor of the canyon (Davis and Schweger 2004). 
Near the site, the Salmon River is deeply entrenched into Columbia River basalts. 
In the 1930s, road construction removed up to four meters of sediments from 
the surface of the terrace that contains the site.  

The Cooper’s Ferry Site 

Cooper’s Ferry Site

Figure 3.  Panoramic photomosaic of the Cooper’s Ferry site  and locality, with annotated 
                      Quaternary sur�cial geology units (after Davis 2001).  View to east.
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Figure 7. Western Stemmed assemblage recovered 
by Davis. 

Figure 6. Stratigraphic pro�le of Butler’s (1969) 
                     excavation unit A2. 

Figure 8. Stemmed points recovered by Butler. 

To accelerate the process of discovering other LP-aged sites in the lower
Salmon River canyon, we are working to locate landforms that contain
LP-aged sediments.  We begin this process by generating chronometric
ages on carbon and sediment samples to initially identify lithostratigraphic
nature of LP-aged deposits.  Working with chronometrically dated deposits, 
we use an Innov-X Delta portable x-ray �uorescence (PXRF) device 
(Figure 10) to measure sediment geochemistry and ultimately to build a 
chemostratigraphic database of lower Salmon River canyon sediments. 
 This approach is based on concepts and methods outlined by Davis et al. 
(2012), who developed a geochemically-based stratigraphic sequence for 
the Cooper’s Ferry site that can accurately separate discrete 
lithostratigraphic units from one another.  Notably, LP-aged sediments can 
be clearly discriminated from Holocene-aged sediments on the basis of their 
iron, zinc and strontium concentrations (parts per million).  So far, we have 
conducted PXRF studies on deposits
spanning the past 21,000 radiocarbon 
years from two localities in the canyon.
In the summer of 2012, we plan to 
collect new PXRF measurements of
suspected LP-aged deposits in landforms 
near the Cooper’s Ferry site (Figure 3, orange 
shaded polygons). Armed with a knowledge 
of LP-aged sediment geochemistry in the 
lower Salmon River canyon, we can narrow 
our focus to locate and explore the appropriate
sediments in search of other early archaeological sites.     
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Figure 10.  Innov-X Delta portable 
                     x-ray �uorescence device. 
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Figure 9.  Schematic cross section of the Cooper’s Ferry site and adjacent terrace (A).
Excavation units reported by Davis and Schweger (2004) and Butler (1969) are shown
at B and C, respectively. 
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Figure 1.  Map of early sites found throughout the Columbia Plateau  associated with the late Pleistocene-aged 
Missoula (yellow shading) and Bonneville (orange line) �oods.  Numbers indicate the position of LP-aged sites. 
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Beyond the e�ects of mega�oods, Plateau alluvial 
systems underwent signi�cant change during
the late Pleistocene to Holocene period.  In the 
lower Snake, Clearwater and Salmon River
canyons, alluvial histories show an initial period of 
aggradation, followed by a later period of intense 
erosion and negative vertical displacement of the 
river’s baselevel.  In the Snake and Clearwater River
canyons, channel downcutting occurs synchronously 
at ca. 8,000 14C BP, probably due to local removal of
mega�ood deposits that previously enabled
subbasin aggradation.  Apart from its lower 30 miles,
the Salmon River basin was not a�ected by mega-
�oods.  The Salmon River channel cuts downward 
much later at 2,000 14C BP due to the e�ects of local 
bedrock faulting (Davis 2001).  Regardless of the
cause, Plateau river canyons experienced signi�cant 
erosion during the Holocene, which removed large 
amounts of LP-aged alluvial deposits that probably 
held other early sites.

Figure 11.  Identi�cation of di�erent lithostratigraphic units
from Cooper’s Ferry based on multiple discriminant function 
analysis of portable x-ray �uorescence measurements.  After 
Davis et al. (2012) 


